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ABSTRACT 

In Funnemark and Natvig (1985) and Natvig (1986) upper and lower bounds are arrived 
at for the availability and unavailability, to any level, in a fixed time interval for multistate 
monotone systems. These bounds are based on corresponding information on the multi
state components which are assumed to be maintained and interdependent. In the present 
paper sufficient conditions are given for some of these bounds to be strict contributing to 
the understanding of the nature of the bounds. For the min-max bounds the results are 
new even in the special case of binary monotone systems considered at a fixed point of 
time. 
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1. Introduction and basic definitions 

The notation and main concepts in multistate reliability theory are reviewed in Funnemark 
and Natvig (1985). Here we will just review some basic definitions necessary to understand 
the proofs in this paper. Let the set of states of the system be S = {0, 1, · · ·, M}, M < 
oo. The M+1 states represent successive levels of performance ranging from the perfect 
functioning level M down to the complete failure level 0. Furthermore, let the set of 
components be C = { 1, · · · , n}, n < oo, and the set of states of the ith component Si( i = 
1,···,n) where {O,M}CSicS. H Xi(i = 1,···,n) denotes the state or performance level 
of the ith component and ~ = ( x 1 , · • · , x n ), it is assumed that the state <P of the system is 
given by the structure function ¢(~). 

Definition 1.1 A system is a multistate monotone system (M11S) iff its structure function 
<P satisfies: 

i) ¢(~) is non-decreasing in each argument, 

ii) </J(Q) = 0 and <P(M) = M (Q = (0, · · ·, 0), M = (M, · · ·, Af)) 

In what follows 1!. <~means Yi $Xi fori= 1, · · ·, n and Yi < Xi for some i. 

Definition 1.2 Let <P be the structure function of an MMS and let jt:{l, · · ·, M}. A vector 
~ is said to be a minimal path (cut) vector to level j iff ¢(~) ~ j and </J(y) < j for all 
1!. < ~ ( ¢(~) < j and </J('l!_) ~ j for all 1!. > ~). The corresponding minimal path (cut) set 
to levelj is given by Ci(~) = {ilxi ~ 1} (Di(~) = {ilxi < M}). 

Definition 1.3 The perfonnance process of the ith component ( i = 1, · · ·, n) is a stochastic 
process {Xi(t), tu }, where for each fixed it:T, Xi(t) is a random variable which takes values 
in Si. The joint perfonnance process for the components 

{X(t), it:T} = {(X1 (t), · · ·, Xn(t)), it:T} 

is the corresponding vector stochastic process. The perfonnance process of an MMS with 
structure function <Pis a stochastic process { <P(X(t)), tt:T }, where for each fixed tt:T, <P(X(t)) 
is a random variable which takes values in S. 

The index set T is contained in [0, oo ). We assume that the sample functions of the 
components' performance processes are continuous from the right on T. It then follows 
that the sample functions of { </J(X(t)), it:T} are continuous from the right on T. 

Definition 1.4 The random variables T1 , · · ·, Tn are associated iff 

Cov[f(T), g(T)] ~ 0, T = (T~, · · ·, Tn), 

for all pairs of non-decreasing functions f and g for which Cov[f(T), g(T)] exists. 

Consider now a time interval 

I= [tA,tB] c [O,oo) and let T(l) = T ni. 
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Definition 1.5 The marginal performance processes {Xi(t), tt.T} i = 1, · · ·, n are inde
pendent in the time interval I iff, for any integer m and { t 1 , · · · , tm} C T( I), the random 
vectors 

are independent. 

Definition 1.6 The joint performance process {X( t), tE.T} is associated in the time interval 
I, iff, for any integer m and { t1, · • ·, tm} C r( I), the random variables in the array 

are associated. 

This definition obviously applies to a marginal performance process too. 

Definition 1.7 Let jf{1,···,M}. The availability, h~U>, and the una~lability, g~<J), to 
level j in the time interval I for an MMS with structure function ¢> are given by 

Note that 

h~(I) = P[¢>(X(s)) ~ j 'v'sE.r(I)] 

g~(I) = P[¢>(X(s)) < j 'v'sE.T(I)] 

hj(I) + gj(l) < 1 
"' "' - ' 

with equality for the case I = [t, t]. We then replace the I in the notation by t. 

(1.1) 

In F\mnemark and Natvig (1985) and Natvig (1986) upper and lower bounds are arrived 
at for h~{I) and g!{I) based on corresponding information on the multistate components. 
These are assumed to be maintained and interdependent. The bounds generalize the ones 
given in Natvig (1980) for the binary case where M=l. Such bounds are of great interest 
when trying to predict the performance process of the system, noting that exact expressions 
are obtainable only for trivial systems. In the present paper sufficient conditions are given 
for some of these bounds to be strict. Thesf conditions are discussed at the end of the 
paper. Such conditions contribute to the understanding of the nature of the bounds. For 
the min-max bounds the results are new even in the special case where M=1 and I= [t, t]. 
See Barlow and Proschan (1975). 
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2. Basic strict bounds for the availabilities and unavailabilities in the time 
interval I for an MMS 

We will in this section consider an MMS with structure frmction ¢. Let for jt:{l, · · ·, M} 

Yi - (yi · · · yi ) k = 1 · · · ni (z{ - (zi L · · · zi L) k - 1 · · · mi) ~ - lie:' ' nlc: ' ' 1 _,. - 1 .. ' ' n.. ' - ' ' 

be its minimal path (cut) vectors to level j. Also denote the availability and unavailability 
to level j in I for the ith component by pf(I) and q{(I) respectively and introduce then X M 
matrices 

(I) j(I) 
P ~ = {Pi } _i=l.···.n 

J =l.···.M 

We use the notation 

n n 

U a/V1- fi(l- ai) 0 :S: ai :S: 1, i = 1, · · · , n, 
i=l i=l 

and introduce the following 

mi 

i~*(P~)) = II u 
lc:=l ifDi li1.) 

Bi(pU>) = max {max[f.lc:'(P(J)) ih(p(J))J} 
~ -~ "<k<M ~ -~ ' ~ ~ 

]_ -

We start by giving the strict inequalities for the socalled min-max bounds. 
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Theorem 2.1 

Assume that the marginal performance processes of the components are independent in I 
and that there are at least two minimal path sets to level j and at least two minimal cut 
sets to level j, jf{1, · · ·, M}. Finally, assume that 

~(J) > 0 ~(I) < 1 ~{I) > 0 !JU> < 1 . = 1 · · · Pa , Pa , 9a , 9a , t , , n. 

Then for jf{1, · · ·, M} 
t/(p(/))~hj(I) ~1 -tj'(Q{l)) 

tP -1/J 1/J 1/J ~ 

t.~ CQ~>)~g~<n ::1- ~~ cJ!S>> 

Proof. 
We will proYe inequality 1. Inequality 3 follows by applying inequality 1 on the dual MMS. 
Inequality 2 and 4 follow immediately from (1.1) and the inequalities 3 and 1 respectively. 
As in Funnemark and Natvig (1985) introduce the minimal path indicator functions to 
level j, Ii~c (.!..),corresponding to the minimal path vectors Jt{, k = 1, · · ·, ni. \\7e have 

From Theorem 2.2 of the mentioned paper we then get 

ni 

h~(I) = P[U !11, (X(s)) = 1 'v'sfr(I)] 
_II: 

k=l 

= P[\ls€r(I) 3k€{1,···,ni} 3 l11,(X(s)) = 1] 
-" 

~ P[3k€{1, · · ·, ni} 3 !11, (X(s)) = 1 'v's€r(I)] 
-" 

From (2.1) it follows that for some 1 ~ r ~ ni 

e~ (P~>) = 11 prr<n 
itCi (i,.) 

(2.7) 

Since there are at least two minimal path sets to level j, we can choose k € { 1, · · · , ni} - { r}. 
It immediately follows that 

h~(I) ~ P[{I.!!.~ (X(s)) = 1 'v's€r(J)} U {I~ (X(s)) = 1 'v's€T(l)}] 

= P[I.!!.~(X(s)) = 1 \ls€T(l)] +P[Iy{(X(s)) = 1 'v's€r(I)) 

- P[lt,. (X(s)) · lt~c (X(s)) = 1 'v's€r(I)] 
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Let S be a countable subset of r(I) that is dense in r(/). Since the sample functions of 
{Xi(t), tEd are continuous from the right on r, we have 

(2.8) 

Let Sm = {si,···,sm}, m = 1,2,··· be subsets of S such that Sm j S as m-+ oo. By 
monotone convergence 

P[I,; (X(s)) = 1 'v'sESm]! P[J,; (X(s)) = 1 'v'sES) 
-r -r 

as m -+ oo. By the independence of the marginal performance processes of the components 
in I, we have 

Hence 

P[I!~ (X(s)) = 1 'v'sESm] = IT P[Xi(s) ~ Yfr 'v'sESm] 
itCj (yi) 

-r 

P[I!~ (X(s)) = 1 'v'sfS) = II p~r(I) 
itCj (_!~) 

The same argument works for the two other terms. It then follows from (2. 7) and (2.8) 
that 

II 
itC; (y; )uc; (y{,) 

-r -

Since now p{(l) is non-increasing in j, 

itC; (~) 

ma.x(y{ ,y{L)(J) Pi tr •• 

0 < p{(I) < 1 i = 1, .. · , n, j E { 1, .. · , M} 

and Ci(IL~)- Ci(IL{) =/=0, inequality 1 follows. 

It should be noted that even in traditional binary reliability theory where M = 1 and even 
when we are just considering a fixed point of time I= [t, t], Theorem 2.1 seems to be an 
original result. 

We next turn to the strict inequalities for the other set of basic bounds. For the case 
I= [t, t] and M = 1 the following result is given in Barlow and Proschan (1975) whereas 
Nah·ig (1982) proved it for I= [t, t] and general M. 
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Theorem 2.2 

Assume that the marginal performance processes of the components are independent in I 
and that each of them is associated in I. Assume also that at least two minimal path sets 
to level j overlap and at least two minimal cut sets to level j overlap. Finally, assume that 

~(I) > 0 ~(I) < 1 ~(/) > 0 ~(I) < 1 . = 1 ... p, ,p, ,q, ,q, ,z , ,n 

Then for j f{l, · · ·, M} 

Proof. 
Again we need only prove the strict lower bound for h~(I). Now as in Funnemark and N atvig 
(1985) introduce the minimal cut indicator functions to level j, Jzi (~), corresponding to 

-k 

the minimal cut vectors ~{, k = 1, · · · , mi. We have 

FUrthermore. we introduce 

if Xi ~ zfk 
otherwise 

i!> = { 1 if J4 (X(s)) = 1 Vsf.r(I) 
.!'~: 0 otherwise 

From Theorem 2.2 of the latter paper we then get 

mi 
h~(I) = P[IT J 4 (X( s)) = 1 Vsf.r(I)] 

k=l (2.9) 

Let again S be a countable subset of r( I) that is dense in r( I) and introduce the sets Sm 
as before. K ow 

P[J .J. (X( s )) = 1 Vsf.Sm] 
-I: 

= P[VsESm 3if.Di(~{) 3 Xi(s) > zf~.:] 

~ P[3iEDi(~{) 3 Xi(s) > zf~.: VsESm] 

= 1- P[ViEDi(~{) 3MSm 3 Xi(s) < zf~.:] 

= 1- IT P[3sESm 3 Xi(s) ~ z/~.;] 
iE.Di(!{) 

U P[Xi(s) > zf~.: VsESm], 
iEDi(!{) 
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having applied the independence of the marginal performance processes of the components 
in I. By letting m -+ oo, we get 

u (2.10) 

On the other hand for tEr( I) 

EJ~> :5 P[J.!{ (X(t)) = 1) = U 
itDi ~) 

(2.11) 

Since now for tEr(I),jE{1, .. · ,M} 

P~(I) < p~(t) = 1 - q~(t) < 1 - qj(l) 
I -1 I- I l 

and we have that 

0 < p{U> < 1,0 < qfU> < 1 i = 1,· ··,n, jE{1,· .. ,Af}, 

it follows from (2.10) and (2.11) that the random variables lJ.>, k = 1, .. ·, mi are not 
-It 

identically equal to 0 or 1. 

Assume that the two minimal cut sets to level j Di(£{) and Di(£~) overlap. Since neither 
mi 

of the two random variables J~) and IT J~) is identically equal to 0 or 1, it follows that 
-1 l:=2 -It 

they are dependent. Assume we can show that lJ.>, k = 1, · · ·, mi are associated random 
-It 

variables. Since non-decreasing functions of associated random variables are associated, 
m-; 

J~> and TI JJ,> are associated random variables. By applying Exercise 6 on p.31 of 
-1 l:=2 -It 

Barlow and Proschan (1975) we have 

We then get from (2.9) 

By finally applying Theorem 3.1 (p.32) of Barlow and Proschan (1975) on the right-hand 
side we get from (2.10) 
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What remains is to show that J~), k = 1, · · ·, mi are associated random variables. Ac
=.~~ 

cording to Theorem 3.3 of Esary et a.l. (1967) it is sufficient to show that 

where 
Ji(/) = (i!> . . . J<!> ) 
- r. ' ' ~ . ' -1 -mJ 

for all bounded, continuous, non-decreasing functions u,v. 

As above introduce the sets S and Sm. Introduce 

J(~m)={l ifJ_!{(X(s))=l VstSm 
.rl. 0 otherwise 

m 

=IT J.:{ (X(st)) 
l=l 

Now if two sets of associated random variables are independent of each other, then their 
union is a set of associated random variables. Hence since the marginal performance 
processes of the components are independent in I and each of them is associated in I, 
it follows that the joint performance process of the components is associated in I. Also 
since non-decreasing functions of associated random variables are associated, J~Sm), k = 

-It 

1, · · ·, mi are associated random variables. Hence 

where 

for all bounded, continuous, non-decreasing functions u,v. 

For u,v bounded, continuous and non-decreasing, we have as m-+ oo 

u( Ji(Sm)) ! u( Ji(I)) 

v(Jj(Sm))! v(Jj(I)) 

u( J(Sm))v( Ji(S,..,.)) l u( Ji(I))v( Ji(I)), 

for each fixed valued of Ji(I). Furthermore, by dominated convergence 

Eu( Ji(Sm)) ! Eu( Ji(I)) 

Ev( Ji(Sm))! Ev( Ji(I)) 

Eu(Ji(Sm))v(Jj(Sm))! Eu(JiU))v(JiU)) 
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as m--+ oc. Hence from (2.12) 

for all bounded, continuous, non-decreasing functions u,v and the proof is completed. 

Theorem 2.3 

Make the same assumptions as in Theorem 2.2. Then for any integer m and T m -

{t1, .. ·, tm} c r(I) and jE{1, .. ·, M} 

Proof. 
We have from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 

Hence inequality 1 is proved. Inequality 3 follows similarly. Furthermore, 

The strict inequality follows by applying Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for a fixed tET m. The last 

inequality is established by inspecting B~(Q~)). Hence inequality 2 is proved. Inequality 
4 follows similarly. 

It is worth noting that if we replace min by inf in the latter theorem, the inequalities 2 
tfT m tfr(l) 

and 4 are no longer strict. 

3. lmprmred strict bounds for the availabilities at a fixed point of time using 
modular decompositions 

In this section we specialize I = [t, t] and we obtain improved strict bounds for system 
availabilities at time t using modular decompositions. The bounds obtained will automat
ically give bounds for the unavailabilities at time t, since as stated in Section 1 

(3.1) 
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Note also that if we assume that all components and hence the system function at t = 0, 
but are not maintained, h~(t) is just system reliability to level j. 

Inspired by Theorem 4.1 of El-Neweihi et al. {1978) we prove the following result which is 
needed in the main theorem of this section. 

Theorem 3.1 

Consider an MMS of independent components at time t. Assume for the ith component 
that Si = S and that every level of this component is relevant to the same level of the 
system, i.e. 'v'j€{1, · · ·, M} 3h,~) such that 

¢(ji,~);::: j, ¢((j- 1)i,~) < j. 

Furthermore assume that 

0 < pj(t) - ...J+I(t) < 1 r = 1 · · · n J.f{O · · · Af} 
r ¥r ' ' ' ' • ' 

Then h~(t)(~t)) is strictly increasing in P1(t),jf{l,· · · ,M}. 

Proof. 
M 

h~(t) (P~)) = L P[¢( ki, X(t)) ;::: j]P(X;(t) = k) 
k=O 

M 

L[P[¢(k;,X(t));::: j)- P[¢(0i,X(t)) ~ j))P(X;(t) = k) 
k=I 

+ P( ¢(0i, X(t)) ;::: j) 
M 

= L[P[¢(ki,X(t));::: j)- P[¢(0i,X(t)) ~ j]](p~(t)- p:+I(t)) 
k=I 

+ P( ¢(0i, X(t)) ;::: j) 
M 

= L[P[¢(k;,X(t)) ~ j]- P[¢((k -1)i,X(t));::: j]]p:(t) 
k=I 

Hence for k€{1, · · ·, M} 

8hj(t) ( p(t)) 

t1> k(;/ = P[¢(k;,X(t)) ~ j)- P[¢((k -1);,X(t));::: j) 
8pi 

where 

= L [Ij(¢(ki,~))- Ij(tP((k -1)id:))]P((·i,X(t)) = (·i,~)), 
(-;,£) 

Ii( ¢(y_)) = { 01 if ¢(y) ~ j 
othe;._,ise 
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Since every level of the ith component is relevant to the same level of the system, there 
exists(-.,~)= (·;,xol!···,Xon) such that 

FUrthermore, we have 

P((·;,X(t)) = h,~O)) = Il<P:or(t)- p:•r+l(t)) > 0 
r:Fi 

Hence 
8hj(t)(p(t)) 

~ -~ 0 
•(t) > ' ap: 

and the proof is completed. 

\Ve also recall the following definition. 

Definition 3.2 Consider an MMS (C, ¢>) with 
r 

i) C = U At, where A; n Ai = 0 i -::J j 
l=l 

ii) ¢>(~) = tP[XI (~A 1 ), • • • , X r(~A,. )] = tf[_K(~)] 

Here each (At, Xt) f = 1, · · ·, r is an MMS and is called a module of (C, 6) . .,P is the 
structure function of an MMS denoted the organizing structure function. {(At, Xt)}t=l 
along with tjJ is called a modular decomposition of (C, ¢>). 

Let laxb be an ax b matrix with all elements being 1. We then obviously have 

Q(t) = 1 nxM _ p(t) 
-~ - -~ 

(3.2) 

Also introduce the r x Af matrix 

and correspondingly define the following r x M matrices 

B (P(t)) B (1 nxM _ p(t)) 
-x -~ '-x- -~ 

We now have the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.3 

Let ( C, ¢>) be an MMS with modular decomposition given by Definition 3.2. _\ssume there 
exists a module X m with set of states equal to S and that every level of this module is 
relevant to the same level of the system. Furthermore, let the components be independent 
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at timet. Assume also that both for the organizing structure function and for the structure 
functions of the modules at least two minimal path sets to level j overlap and at least two 
minimal cut sets to level j overlap. Finally assume that 

~(t) > 0 ~(t) < 1 ~{t) > 0 ~(f) < 1 P, ,p, ,q, ,q, ' i = 1,···,n 

0 < hi(t) - hi+I{t) < 1 l = 1 · · · r 
Xt Xt ' ' ' ' 

jE{O, ···,AI} 

Then for j f { 1, · · · , M} 

{ 

4 . 2 } <1- BJ (lrxM- h{t))< 
hi(t) t/J- -K 

t/> 5 . 3 
<hJ (1 rxM _ B (1 nxM _ p(t)))< 

t/J- -K- -t/> 

1- Bi (B (1 nxM - p(t)))~1 - Bi (1 nxM - p(')) 
t/J -K - -t/> - t/> - -t/> 

Proof. 
Choose an arbitrary jf{1, · · ·, Af}. The dual inequalities 10 and 1 are proved in Corollary 
5.3 of Funnemark and Natvig (1985). From the proof one realizes that there is no easy 
way to arrive at the corresponding strict inequalities. From Theorem 2.3 applied on each 
module we have for f = 1, · · ·, r 

Bi (P(t)) < hi(t) < 1- Bi (1 nxM - p(t)) 
Xl -t/> Xl Xt - -t/> (3.3) 

By inspecting the expressions (2.1 )-(2.6) the strict inequalities 8 and 2 follow from (3.3). 
As noted in the latter paper 

(3.4) 

The strict inequalities 9 and 3, and 6 and 4 now follow by applying Theorem 2.3 on 

the organizing structure function t/J. Now finally from Theorem 3.1 h~(t)(h.i)) is strictly 

increasing in h{<:}. Hence the strict inequalities 7 and 5 follow from (3.3) and (3.4). 

4. Discussion 

We will here shortly comment on some of the sufficient conditions given in this paper to 
establish the strict bounds. First of all we have assumed that the marginal performance 
processes of the components are independent in I. This simply reflects the fact that when 
dependencies between components come into play in reliability, anything can happen, even 
that bounds for availabilities and unaYailabilities are just the ex ad ,-alues. The assumption 

~(/) > 0 ~(I) < 1 ~(J) > 0 ~(I) < 1 P, ,p, ,q. ,q, ' i = 1, · · ·, n 
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is just a technical one to avoid uninteresting special cases. In Theorem 2.2 we assumed 
that each marginal performance process of the components is associated in I in order to 
be able to utilize the machinary of associated random variables. This assumption is also 
needed to establish the non-strict bounds and represents nothing new here. 

However, having the mentioned assumptions in Theorem 2.1, it can be seen from the proof 
of this theorem that 

fj'(JJ(/)) __ hj(I) 
4> -4> -- 4> ' 

when there is only one minimal path set to level j, and that 

£~ ( Q~)) = g~(I)' 
when there is only one minimal cut set to levelj. Similarly, from the mentioned assumptions 
in Theorem 2.3, it can be seen from the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 that 

Bi (JJ(I)) -- hi(!) 
.p -.P -- .p ' 

when there is only one minimal path set to level j (and hence that no minimal cut sets to 
level j overlap), and that 

B~( Q~)) = g~(I)' 
when there is only one minimal cut set to level j (and hence that no minimal path sets to 
level j overlap). Accordingly the assumptions on the minimal path and cut sets are really 
crucial to arrive at the strict bounds in this paper. 
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